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This study focuses on the hops market during the 
previous years of 1980 to 2015. Background 
knowledge, economic theory, a review of recent 
literature, and a regression analysis is performed to 
attempt to provide evidence that heat and drought have 
significantly opened up an opportunity for farmers to 
gain market share in the hop farming industry. This 
study focuses on the United States greatest supplier of 
hops, the Yakima Valley of Washington. 

The regression to estimate the correlation on how the various variables affect the quantity of hops 
produced is as follows: 
 
HopsWS = 1.65LandW + 383.98PrecipW – 523.93TempW + 4255.43Price + 42793.57  
                     (0.15)            (1070.48)           (310.78)         (971.39) 
     T =    10.73        0.36       -1.69    4.38 
    Adjusted R Squared = 0.82   N = 36    
  
For each of the exogenous variables the signs of the coefficients lead to rejection of the null 
hypotheses. That is, each sign is as expected and that for a unit increase or decrease in the 
exogenous variable, it will have the theorized effect on the endogenous variable.  The shocking 
results here are that when looking at the P values for Temperature and Precipitation, they are far 
beyond the common alpha value of 0.05. This would prove the variables to be insignificant in 
explaining the variations in hop quantity. Temperature seems to be somewhat close to the alpha 
value, however, precipitation seems to be highly insignificant with an alpha value of 0.722. This 
suggests that precipitation must be dropped from the model as a relevant variable. Next another 
regression was run without precipitation as an explanatory variable. Now the temperature is just 
barely outside of the acceptance region with an alpha value of 0.062. Since this is so close, it is not 
exactly recommended to drop the whole variable from the model. 
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This study concludes that the shift in market share of the 
hop farming industry cannot be modeled based on just these 
variables alone. Precipitation, temperature, land and price 
data are unable to provide enough evidence that they are 
the major explanation to decreasing market share out west. 
Other variables and explanations must be considered. While 
farmers express their grief that the heat and drought are to 
blame for their losses, it may be possible that other factors 
are causing them to lose profit in Washington State. Some 
examples of major factors unexplained in this paper might 
be legislation, Environmental protection, prices of other farm 
crops, or a change in buyer preferences.  
 

Over the past few decades it has been the Yakima 
Valley, in Washington State, that has held the largest 
production of Hops. Washington has tended to hold 75% 
of the market share until recently, where you can see 
through the acreage that it is slightly less. There are 
various subjects that might explain this discrete shift to 
occur. In the last 10 years there have been a series of 
events to hit the hop farming industry including fires, 
drought, excessive heat, water regulations and an 
increased demand for hops from the breweries. 
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Future Investigations 

In order to improve a study in this direction, other sensitive 
variables must be used and analyzed to explain the shift in 
market share better. Also it would be very beneficial to find 
more data and increase the total number of observations. 
This would give a better look into what variables are 
significant or not and it would help to reduce the degree of 
multicollinearity in the data set. An approach to the problem 
may also be addressed by analyzing the demand for hops, 
and comparing it with a better model of the supply. It will be 
important in the future for universities and agencies to keep 
and record all aspects of the industry. The current data and 
literature on hops is very limited. Another limitation to this 
study was that for data collection, it was all secondary data 
which may be unreliable to some extent. If more reliable data 
can be sourced in the future, the analysis may be able to be 
performed with more accuracy. 

                                                                              
       _cons     42793.57   26579.82     1.61   0.118    -11416.34    97003.48
       price     4255.427   971.3939     4.38   0.000     2274.256    6236.598
       tempw    -523.9258   310.7778    -1.69   0.102    -1157.761    109.9098
     precipw      383.978   1070.481     0.36   0.722    -1799.282    2567.239
       landw     1.648629   .1536326    10.73   0.000     1.335293    1.961964
                                                                              
       hopsw        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    2.6740e+09    35    76401187           Root MSE      =  3705.6
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.8203
    Residual     425683909    31    13731739           R-squared     =  0.8408
       Model    2.2484e+09     4   562089409           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F(  4,    31) =   40.93
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      36

. regress hopsw landw precipw tempw price

       price          36      2.1575    .7588351       1.38       4.03
       tempw          36    85.20278    2.461879       79.9       92.7
     precipw          36    1.048056    .6605012        .08       2.78
       landw          36    25826.47    4220.961      17400      32205
       hopsw          36    50315.42    8740.777      35496      74952
                                                                      
    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

. summarize

This figure shows the difference in pounds of U.S. Hops and 
pounds of Washington Hops for each year. 
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